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Dynamics NAV To Business
Central Upgrade

Are you clueless about the perfect strategy for upgrading the
Dynamics NAV to Business Central without any error? Let
Dynamics Square help you upgrade NAV with a smoother and
stress-free process.

Get Started

Why should you Upgrade
Dynamics NAV to Business
Central?

If you are using the 2018 NAV version, you might be

confused about whether to upgrade to Business Central or

not. You must be looking for the answers to the various

question about the process, cost, and implementation of the

upgrade.

The most straightforward answer would be to upgrade to

Business Central. It will simplify and automate your current

business processes and make them adaptable for growth

and scalability. It is one of the best ERP software solutions

for small, mid-sized, or global organizations, and it will let

you manage the processes of all departments altogether.

With the power of cloud deployment, the Dynamics 365

Business Central will let you manage the business processes

run smoothly from anywhere and anytime. With the help of

Business Intelligence, it will help you make real-time informed

decisions for any process or operation whenever needed.

The data sharing and reporting become effortless with

Business Central as it provides the flexibility to integrate with

Microsoft apps. Microsoft Dynamics Business Central comes

with features, functionality, and customizations to help users

customize or modify the process as per the requirements to

increase productivity and efficiency.
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When is the right time to upgrade
to Business Central?

If you are going through the below phases, this is the right time to

upgrade from Dynamics NAV to Business Central:

You are using an outdated Dynamics NAV version whose updates

and customizations have been stopped by Microsoft.

Your current NAV starts to lag even for processing simple tasks.

Your Dynamics NAV versions have outdated and useless features

with no use in modern business.

The users face issues while collaborating to accomplish a task for

overall growth.

You don't have any support to resolve the errors of your current

NAV version.

You want to customize the NAV to optimize and process new

operations.

Your NAV version doesn't support scaling and managing the entire

business from a single dashboard.

You want to connect your existing ERP solution with the cloud to

control everything remotely.

Request a Call Back

Benefits Of Upgrading From NAV To Business Central
If you are a current user of Dynamics NAV, there are various benefits of upgrading to Business Central

to streamline the business process. Business Central can help you manage the entire business using

integrations and customizations irrespective of your industry type. With a simple user interface,

advanced features, and rich functionalities, Business Central is capable of enhancing your efficiency and

overall growth.

How to Upgrade from
Dynamics NAV to
Business Central?

If you are reading this, it means you are interested in

upgrading your Dynamics NAV to Business Central and might

be looking for a vendor partner. If yes, you can book a call

with the team of Dynamics Square and leave everything to

the experts.

Once you call us, our team will analyze your existing version of Dynamics

NAV, business requirements, industry type, operations, and a few more

parameters before giving you the best quote.

After this, you would have two options, either transfer your entire data on

servers and customize your existing system for seamless performance or

transfer only a portion of data and customize the system as per your

requirements.

Once everything is finalized, we will provide you a quote of the required

time and cost for the full upgradation of your ERP software. Everything

will be fine as we have been working in this industry for quite a few years

and the team of Dynamics Square knows how to be effortlessly perfect

in upgradation and implementation.

Check Upgrade Options

Better Connectivity

Easy Customization

Automatic  Updates

Pay Per Users

Improved Scalability

Seamless Integration

Standard Upgrade
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Types of Dynamics NAV
to Business Central
Upgrade

As per the industry standards and business

requirements, there are two ways you can upgrade

to Business Central:

Most businesses have a ton of complex and unused

data but want to transfer only some of it while

upgrading to Business Central to carry out the

important work. The standard upgrade is for such

businesses. Not only the unused data, but such

businesses can also eliminate the customized

functions from transferring to the new servers of

Business Central. This makes the whole system

affordable, consuming less time, effort, and

resources.

Want to Upgrade only a Feature of NAV?

Maybe, you want to upgrade only a feature of your existing NAV version rather than upgrading the

whole system. If so, you can easily upgrade the feature, whether it belongs to the financial

capabilities or the integrations. In such a case, you can contact the Business Central

Implementation partner, like Dynamics Square, to upgrade a feature of your current version of

Dynamics NAV.

Contact us to upgrade today!

Why Choose Dynamics Square As My Partner?

Trustworthy Partner

Dynamics Square is Microsoft's gold

partner. So far, we have delivered 70�

implementation projects and serving

300� clients globally.

End-to-End Training

We enable your users to effectively

adapt and use the newly configured

system to drive smoother operational

flow.

Off-Hours Support

We provide all-time support to our UK

clients with the help of our 135�

Microsoft certified professionals

present in 7 global locations.

Customized Upgrade

Book A Free Consultation
See How Dynamics Square Can Help Transform Your Business With Microsoft Business Applications.
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CALIFORNIA


2372 Morse Ave, Ste. 310 Irvine,

CA 92614

 �1 213 784 0845

 info@dynamicssquare.com

TEXAS


10101 Southwest Freeway

Houston, TX 77074

 �1 281 899 0865

 info@dynamicssquare.com

ILLINOIS


111 North Wabash Ave. Ste. 100,

The Garland Building Chicago, IL

60602

 �1 312 488 1043

 info@dynamicssquare.com

NEW JERSEY


500 Paterson Plank Road Union

City, NJ 07087

 �1 732 893 0520

 info@dynamicssquare.com

Business Central
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Get Dynamics 365 Product Updates,

Free Webinars, Blogs, Offers And Much

More!
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Dynamics Square is USA's leading Microsoft Solution

Certified Partner that caters to the needs of orgnizations

who can source next-gen Microsoft Business Apps from

our highly skilled Microsoft consultants.
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